SPECTRA CONNECT CONTROLLER - AVAILABLE OCT 2017
PRODUCT FEATURES

•

Control, monitor, and operate your watermaker remotely from
your phone, tablet, computer or from the local touchscreen 

•


Access your Spectra Connect Control System to the internet
and the Spectra web app connects you to your watermaker
remotely!

•


One-Touch Fill Tank feature will fill your tanks with fresh water
and automatically fresh water flush after use

•


Self-regulating and maintenance interval monitoring—No
guesswork for operation or upkeep

•


Need to make 50 gallons of water? The new ‘Auto Run’ feature
will run until you’ve put 50 gallons in your tank

•


Troubleshooting is simple with data logging and remote access
capability for technicians

•


One-Touch sensor calibration to make sure your system is
operating at its peak

•


Optional integrated tank level sensor allow you to monitor your
tank level and refill your tanks from your smart phone, tablet,
computer, or the local display

FACTS
The Spectra Connect launches in October 2017 on the Spectra Newport and Farallon Series watermakers, allowing users to remotely connect
to their watermaker to control, monitor, and make water via their phone, tablet, computer, or locally on the system’s touchscreen panel. The
Spectra Connect can be accessed from a boat‘s local network, or Spectra’s unique access system can be installed to connect wirelessly.
New features have been added, like Spectra’s Auto Run feature can now be programmed by tank volume, making it customizable for the
user’s yacht. Optional integrated tank level sensors give even more control over the water supply. We’ve added One-Touch Sensor Calibration
to allow users to make sure the watermaker is operating at its peak.
Maintenance and troubleshooting are easier than ever with the Spectra Connect. Suggested maintenance intervals are displayed on the new
controller, reminding the user when to change filters, change a pump, or perform upcoming preventative maintenance.
Data logging and remote access capability will allow technicians to troubleshoot from anywhere in the world. Unlike systems based on a
proprietary network and application, users can control their watermaker anywhere, making full water tanks just a tap away.
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Spectra Connect FAQ’s
What comes with the Spectra Connect?
The Spectra Connect systems will largely have the same equipment as its MPC counterpart, with a few key excepons: The Connect versions do NOT come with a remote display, as the customers phone, tablet, or computer
are intended to be the remote display. A hardwired remote display is available for purchase, and it installs with a
simple ethernet cable. The Spectra Connect systems will come with a ‘Tank Full Switch’ as standard, since one of
the novel features of this new controller is the ‘Fill Tank’ mode, which runs the watermaker un l the Tank Full
switch closes.

How long does the Introductory Pricing last?
The introductory pricing is set to last through June, 2018. Star ng in July we will introduce a new price for all of
the Spectra Connect systems that have been launched up to that point. Rest assured will do everything we can to
keep the price compe ve and as low as possible!

What other op ons are available?
In addi on to the Remote Control, the Spectra Connect can be ordered with a standalone wireless access
point. This device is designed to func on as a wireless connec on to the watermaker, in case the local installaon doesn’t have an exis ng network to plug the Spectra Connect into. The controller is also designed to integrate up to 2 Tank Level sensors allowing customers to monitor the tank level of 2 diﬀerent tanks. Just like the
MPC, a Tank Low switch can also be added for fully automated opera on.

Why not make the Remote Control standard and the Local Display op onal?
With the ability to connect to the Spectra Connect wirelessly from a computer, tablet or smartphone, we felt that
many customers would prefer not to cut another large hole into the dashboard or Nav sta on for another dedicated control panel. This allows more space for other equipment in the dash for the end customer, reduces the
installa on me, and s ll allows the customer to have a nearly unlimited number of “remote displays” by simply
connec ng to the watermaker from a smart phone, tablet or computer.

How exactly do you wirelessly connect to the watermaker?
The simplest method to wirelessly access your watermaker is by simply plugging a standard ethernet cable from
the control box to an exis ng wireless router on the boat. The wireless router will recognize the watermaker
automa cally and assign it an “IP Address”. The Spectra Connect will display this IP Address – typically a 10-digit
number separated by decimals: ex. 192.168.0.100. When you connect your smart phone, tablet or computer to
the boat’s wireless router, you simply open a browser and type the IP Address in. A mirror of the local display
will show on your browser.
If a customer doesn’t have a wireless router onboard, then the op onal Spectra Connect Wireless Access Point
can be installed, and the connec on process is very similar.
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Do I need a special internet browser or web program?
No. The Spectra Connect so ware is op mized for the most common modern browsers: Google Chrome, Safari, Mozilla Firefox, as of January 2018 more than 75% of web pages are accessed with these browsers. If you
think your screen forma ng does not look op mized, try upda ng your browser to the most current version.
Older and less common browsers such as Internet Explorer may seem clunky or not work at all.
Do I have to type in the IP Address every me I want to connect to the watermaker?
No, a er you connect to your watermaker the ﬁrst me you can create a short cut on your smart phone, tablet
and laptop. This will allow you to launch the watermaker app with a single touch or click. We strongly recommend that you write down the IP Address in a safe place, however, just in case you need to access it later, or
connect a new device.

Is the Spectra Connect NMEA 2000 Compa ble?
The hardware func onality was built into the board, but the programming has not yet been implemented. The
NMEA 2000 network sentences only allow a limited amount of informa on to pass back and forth for a watermaker. Things like pressure, product quality, product volume, and boost pressure are the data sentences allowed. You can start and stop the system from a NMEA 2000 display, but you can’t enable features like the Fill
Tank, Auto Run, Auto Store, or any of the Maintenance Interval data that is integral to the Spectra Connect. We are inves ga ng how deeply we can integrate NMEA 2000 into the controller to make sure that the
user experience is on par with the expected performance from a Spectra Watermaker, so you may hear more
from us on this soon.

What is Global Connect, and when will it be available?
Global Connect will allow users to monitor and control their Spectra Connect watermakers from anywhere in
the world, as long as both the watermaker and the customer are connected to the internet. It will allow technicians to log into the watermaker to help customers troubleshoot their watermaker, look at data logging ﬁles,
«watch» the system operate, from anywhere in the world! It will be the true implementa on of the Internet of
Things on a boat! This is a very exci ng feature, but we opted to delay the rollout of this due to network security issues, safety concerns with poten ally opera ng machinery without an operator present, and complexies arising from the variety of ways that many boats will connect to the internet, ie via a marina’s wiﬁ signal,
tethered to a phone, a satellite connec on, 3G/LTE modems, etc. We hope to roll out the ﬁnal version of this
by mid 2018, so stay tuned!

Is the physical size of the system diﬀerent?
No, the feed pump module, high pressure module, fresh water ﬂush, etc are all exactly the same footprint, and
have the same basic installa on as the MPC version. The Remote Display, if purchased separately, has a slightly larger cutout size than the old MPC display, and the Spectra Connect systems come with a tank level switch
that can be installed in the fresh water tank for the ‘Fill Tank’ mode to func on. Otherwise, installa on should
be the same as what you’ve come to expect from the MPC version.
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